Success Mapping
Simplify Your Most Challenging Processes
Visually Identify Workflow Bottlenecks
Edit and Publish Your Processes on the Fly
Use Sandboxes to Edit and Test New or
Refined Processes

State Based Process Mapping
The Easier to Understand, Faster to Map and Easier to Deploy Approach to Simplifying Even the Most
Complicated Business Processes
Success Mapping is a key feature of the Arrayworks platform, providing a simple visual tool for you to:
• Map processes
• Manage outcomes
• Attach documents
• Auto create tasks, emails & alerts at any stage
• Set triggers to automatically launch actions based upon desired outcomes
Go beyond basic workflow with state based mapping that auto-generates metrics and deep insights into every
step in the process.
WorkflowpediaTM is the repository of Success Maps, providing best practice frameworks to build the best possible
processes and make them actionable.
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Workflowpedia™
Workflowpedia™ is a game-changing tool that can transform your business into an extraordinary enterprise,
empowered with the software to monitor, control, improve and succeed.

“Productivity and quality improvement
is a race without a finish line. Your
organization’s future will be determined
by how well and how quickly you learn,
adapt, and improve.”
Jack Grayson, Founder & Executive
Chairman, APQC

Lower the Risk of Failed Projects by Engaging Your Workforce
Lack of buy-In from those involved with the actual work can doom
your projects to failure even before you implement them.
Arrayworks platform allows those performing the work to share
their knowledge of how the work actually gets done, how it could
be done better, and how that translates to process design.

“Arrayworks provides a democratic
platform… and by that I mean everyone
here has a say and a vote.”
Greg Large, Managing Partner,
Lenox Advisors

Drill down through more than 1,000 proven business processes
and activities classified by organizations like the American
Productivity & Quality Center (APQC), Six Sigma, Industry Specific,
or your own best practices to implement solutions throughout your
entire enterprise.

Benchmarking

Are You Ready to Be Extraordinary?
We’re ready to help you. Call us at 844.692.7729
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